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CHECKLIST 

1. Signed letter or resolution approving the proposed mural from the property owner or city 
department with jurisdiction over the proposed site, including any additional requirements. 

2. Completed Mural Design Approval Information Form 
3. Lead artist’s resume/qualifications and examples of previous work. 
4. Color image of mural designs, including any proposed text and exact mural dimensions. 
5. One image of the proposed site; indicate the exact location of the proposed mural on the 

proposed wall. Please include dimensions and address. 
6. Three (3) letters of community support for the project, e.g. letters of support from 

neighborhood associations, neighborhood petitions, individuals and businesses etc. 
7. Signed Artist Waiver of Proprietary Rights for Artworks. *Required for each artist 

involved in project. 
a. For murals placed on City Property 
b. For murals placed on Private Property 

Digital submissions of the required checklist items are preferred. Please send via email 

in one combined .pdf document, under 20mb. Mail to: craig.corpora@sfgov.org  

OR you may submit a hard copy by mail or by drop off at the Arts Commission's office. 

Please note, postmark dates will not be considered as the submission date: 

San Francisco Arts Commission 

Attn: Craig Corpora, Mural Review 

401 Van Ness, Suite 325 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

 

 







Mural Design Information Form

LEAD ARTIST

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP CODE

EMAIL PHONE

PROJECT 
COORDINATOR

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP CODE

EMAIL PHONE

SPONSORING 
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP CODE

EMAIL PHONE

FUNDING SOURCES

PROPOSED SITE 
(address, cross 
street )

DISTRICT 

District numbers can be found at http://sfgov.org/elections/district-citywide-maps



MURAL TITLE 

DIMENSIONS 

ESTIMATED 
SCHEDULE (start and 
completion dates)

1. Proposal (describe 
proposed design, site 
and theme. Attach a 
separate document if 
needed). 

2. Materials and 
processes to be used 
for wall preparation, 
mural creation and 
anti-graffiti treatment. 

3. List individuals and 
groups involved in the 
mural design, 
preparation and 
implementation. 

Attach the following documents to this form:  
  
1. Lead artist's resume/qualifications and examples of previous work 
2. Three (3) letters of community support 
3. Letter or resolution approving proposal from city department or;  
4. Letter of approval from private property owner along with Property Owner Authorization Form 
5. Signed Artist Waiver of Property Rights for artwork placed upon city property or;  
6. Signed Artist Waiver of Proprietary Rights financed in whole or in part by city funds for artwork 
placed upon private property 
7. Maintenance Plan (including parties responsible for maintenance) 
8. Color image of design 
9. One image of the proposed site and indicate mural dimensions  
 



 
 
 
10-Year Maintenance Plan 

 
  
College Hill Neighborhood Association and its neighbors are committed to maintaining the 
mural and other improvements related to the Bernal Cut Beautification Project.  This 10-year 
Maintenance plan includes and identifies the responsible parties and their roles. 
 
The Bay Area Mural Project and Andre Jones has committed his team to be on call, free of 
charge, to address any vandalism or graffiti within 48 hours of an incident, for a minimum of 10 
years. The mural will be coated with an anti-graffiti sealant for easy cleaning. BAMP performs 
annual site visits to make sure all the surfaces are holding their paint and their color. Touch ups 
and repairs are a part of BAMP’s guarantee, also for a minimum of 10 years. 
 
Year One: 2021 

● Bernal Cut Path Year Round Maintenance The Bernal Glen neighbors from College 
Ave, St Mary’s Ave, Richland Ave, Highland Ave, Park Street and Mission Street 
volunteer quarterly to keep the hillside beautiful, clean and maintained. The following 
core participants will monitor the mural, notify BAMP in the event of needed repairs, and 
provide in-kind support. Sophie Constantinou has been a Public Works Street Park 
Steward for the Bernal Cut since 2014 and donates her time as project manager and 
storyteller. 
 

● The Bay Area Mural Project will train three College Hill Neighborhood Association 
members as local graffiti removers with a basic kit.  The kit includes paint remover that 
does not penetrate the mural sealant, rags and a touch up kit for small blemishes.  Erika 
Ehmsen is currently trained and equipped to address mural defacement on the mural on 
Randall and the Bernal Cut Path.  Sophie Constantinou and David Wallace will join Erika 
in this work. 
 

● San Francisco Department of Public Works is the landlord of the Bernal Cut and 
provides in-kind support of tools, expertise and permits. Paul Noa DPW’s Clean & 
Green Team Program manager leads our annual hillside clean up to support the 
neighborhood to keep the path and mural clean and beautiful. DPW has committed to 
providing paint as needed for mural upkeep and for graffiti cover up on unadorned 
concrete.  
 

● Citizen Film is committed to keeping the mural in the public eye, using video and photos 
to inspire and animate community efforts in the Bernal Cut. After the grant period Citizen 
Film will continue to provide in-kind support, Sophie Constantinou and Aurora Jimenez, 
will manage the bernalcut.org website and send at minimum quarterly newsletters. 

 
Year Two- Four: 2022-2024 

● CHNA conducts quarterly work days and emergency touch ups to mural. 



● BAMP conducts annual check ups on the mural to assess and repair.   
● DPW’s Clean & Green Team conducts annual clean up. 
● Citizen Film publishes quarterly communications and updates. Talking and presenting 

about the creative placemaking in San Francisco at national and international venues. 
 
Year Five: 2025 
DPW, BAMP, CHNA and Citizen Film conduct a five year milestone assessment of both the 
infrastructure and the mural.  Raymond Lui DPW Design & Engineering Section Manager will 
lead the assessment. 
 

● CHNA conducts quarterly work days and emergency touch ups to mural. 
● BAMP conducts annual check ups on the mural to assess and repair.   
● DPW’s Clean & Green Team conducts annual clean up. 
● Citizen Film publishes quarterly communications and updates.Talking and presenting 

about the creative placemaking in San Francisco at national and international venues. 
  
Year Six-Nine: 2026-2029 

● CHNA conducts quarterly work days and emergency touch ups to mural. 
● BAMP conducts annual check ups on the mural to assess and repair.   
● DPW’s Clean & Green Team conducts annual clean up. 
● Citizen Film publishes quarterly communications and updates. Talking and presenting 

about the creative placemaking in San Francisco at national and international venues. 
 
Year Ten: 2030 
2030 marks the one hundredth anniversary of the Richland-Miguel Bridge and the expansion of 
the Bernal Cut so it is time to mark the event.  DPW, BAMP, CHNA and Citizen Film organize 
a celebratory event for both the 100th anniversary of the bridge and the 10th anniversary of the 
mural.  Community fundraising will support a neighborhood party, mural color refresh and civic 
engagement. 

 
 

 
 
  



Artist Bios 
 

Sophie Constantinou is a creative placemaking artist, documentary storyteller, and co-founder of Citizen 
Film, a nationally acclaimed nonprofit organization devoted to inspiring active engagement in civic life. 
In addition to sparking national reflection (in both 2018 and 2019, over 1 million people viewed Citizen 
Film’s public media work), Citizen Film collaborates with local communities to illuminate challenges and 
opportunities, disrupt conventional thinking and create new landscapes that improve sustainability and 
environmental health. 
  
Sophie’s work in her own neighborhood is guided by the belief that participatory documentary 
storytelling is a powerful tool for catalyzing change.  After moving to her new home alongside the Bernal 
Cut in 2003, Sophie started working with the College Hill Neighborhood Association to make small 
improvements.  Gathering neighbors together to clean up an abandoned hillside eventually led to the 
ambitious restoration of an acre of land sloping down towards San Jose Avenue, a process Sophie 
continues to creatively document. Improvements so far include tree plantings, a native California 
demonstration garden, a shared lending library and solar lighting along a pedestrian walkway. Sophie is 
creating a set of interpretive signs and an online multimedia project exploring how natural and built 
environments interact on the Bernal Cut, and encouraging residents to get involved. Sophie is the first 
documentarian ever to receive a prestigious ArtPlace America Creative Placemaking Grant and she sees 
all of her projects as a means to strengthen the social, physical, and economic fabric of communities. 
 
 
André Jones celebrates urban communities on canvasses ranging from buildings and walls to clothes. His 
work has been exhibited in galleries in Philadelphia and New York, where he gained the attention of 
cultural icons including Mos Def and Raven-Symone. Since moving to the Bay Area in 2011, his paintings 
have been exhibited in Oakland and San Francisco galleries. He is a co-founder of the Bay Area Mural 
Project, which collaborates with communities throughout the Bay Area, including neighborhoods in 
Vallejo, Oakland, and San Francisco. His large-scale mural work can also be seen in Philadelphia and in 
several African countries.   
 
 
 
 



André Jones
Muralist Designer
2830 Garvin Avenue  
Richmond, CA 94804 
(510) 965-5315
nattyrebel32@gmail.com

BIO 

André Jones celebrates urban communities on canvasses ranging from buildings and walls to 
clothes. His work has been exhibited in galleries in Philadelphia and New York, where he gained 
the attention of cultural icons including Mos Def and Raven-Symone. Since moving to the Bay 
Area in 2011, his paintings have been exhibited in Oakland and San Francisco galleries. With 
other emerging artists, he co-founded the Bay Area Mural Project: he’s currently the lead artist 
on a commissioned mural at 27th and Magnolia in Oakland. In 2016, he won a mural competition 
through the City of Vallejo. His large-scale mural work can also be seen in Philadelphia and in 
several African countries.   

EDUCATION
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA - Bachelors of Art
SEPTEMBER 1996- DECEMBER 2002 
Commercial Arts Degree 

EXPERIENCE 

Bay Area Mural Program, Oakland CA - Founder/Executive Director
JUNE 2017- PRESENT 

• Create large-scale public art designed to uplift communities
• Work has been commissioned by FLAX Art Store and the City of Vallejo, and appears

inside homes, on office buildings, storefronts, and more
• Lead youth and adult painting/mural classes, as well as community paint days

Natty Rebel Unlimited Graphics Co, Richmond CA - Owner/Operator
JULY 1998 - PRESENT 

• Reproduce original images and designs for local companies
• Mass-produce silk screen images for fashion and work attire
• Sponsor t-shirts for special events
• Organize and distributed multiple inventory orders
• Illustrate and design images, websites, murals for personal and professional displays

Philadelphia Mural Arts Program, Philadelphia PA - Art Instructor
OCTOBER 2008 - NOVEMBER 2012 

• Developed and produced templates for city-wide murals

26



• Instructed students on large-scale illustration projects
• Organized community-oriented programs for youth after school
• Assist in Urban Beautification Projects

Philadelphia Education & Arts Program, Philadelphia, PA  - Art Instructor 
NOVEMBER 2006 - JUNE 2009 

• Implemented art curriculum for schools without art programs
• Taught several classes simultaneously to complete large murals
• Basic administration duties, organize class schedule
• Inform staff and conduct teacher trainings in art history

COMMISSIONED PROJECTS 

SEPTEMBER 2017  Vallejo Gateway              Mural - Vallejo, California 
JULY 2016  Flax Art Store       Mural-Oakland, California 
JUNE 2016   AU Lounge            Mural - Oakland, California 
FEBRUARY 2016    Effoi Pizza Restaurant                 Mural - Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
JANUARY 2016      EiABC School of Architecture            Mural – Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
DECEMBER 2015   United Alliance Comm. Center           Mural - Arusha, Tanzania  
DECEMBER 2015   Intl School of Zanzibar               Mural – Zanzibar, Tanzania 
OCTOBER 2015  Moya Restaurant               Mural - San Francisco, California 
NOVEMBER 2014  Joyce Gordon Gallery             Exhibition – Oakland, California 
JULY 2014  Community Food Truck           Mural - San Francisco, California 
JUNE 2014  People’s Festival           Backdrop - Wilmington, Delaware 
MAY 2014    Fashion INC7            Showroom Mural - Manhattan, New York 
JANUARY 2014   Tourist Agency        Mural - Zanzibar, Tanzania 
DECEMBER 2014    ZNZ Recovery Center           Mural - Zanzibar, Tanzania 
JUNE 2014   People’s Festival                 Backdrop - Wilmington, Delaware 
MAY 2013   Bob Marley House                Mural - Wilmington, Delaware 
JANUARY 2012   Isadda Gallerie                   Exhibition - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
DECEMBER 2011  Vivant Gallery              Exhibition - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
October 2011  October Gallery             Exhibition - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
JUNE 2010    One Art Community Center         Mural - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
SEPTEMBER 2007  Millennium Celebration                  Backdrop – Adama, Ethiopia 

AWARDS 

Vallejo Community Arts Foundation - Vallejo, California 
AUGUST 2016 

• Art Grant and Honorarium for commissioned mural in Downtown Vallejo

Yerba Buena Center for the Arts – San Francisco, California 
JANUARY 2014 

• Art Grant and Honorarium for commissioned mural in the Bay Area
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Knight Foundation – Inkub8 Dance Studio - Miami, Florida 
MAY 2012 

• Partnership Grant and Honorarium for Dance Production and Mural

The Philadelphia Urban Art Society – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
JANUARY 2012 

• Outstanding Contribution to the Arts & Entertainment Industry
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BRIDGING THE BERNAL CUT  
SITE MAP

THE BERNAL CUT RESTORATION  
PROJECT: SITE MAP

Bernal Cut Path:  
a greenway in the midst 
of a traffic hub

THE BERNAL CUT RESTORATION  
PROJECT: SITE MAP

Bernal Cut Path:  
a greenway in the midst 
of a traffic hub



BRIDGING THE BERNAL CUT - EXISITNG CONDITIONS 



BRIDGING THE BERNAL CUT - WEST SIDE MURAL CONTENT 

The wide bases of the Richland Bridge will be 
transformed with photorealistic murals from the early 
era of the Bernal Cut. These images from circa 1910 
show a very different Bernal Cut both geographically 
and architecturally. These photographs are a portal into 
another time, offering a view of the past as well as a 
perspective into our methods of transportation.

Elegant banners representing flags of nations and 
identities adorn the cross beams.  

Oversized CA native wildflowers grow up the sides of 
the bridge.

The San Francisco and San Jose Railroad travelling 
through the Bernal Cut in 1911.



BRIDGING THE BERNAL CUT - EAST SIDE MURAL CONTENT 

Thravellers walking on the Rail lines travelling through the Bernal 
Cut in 1910.

Both sides of the Richland Bridge will be painted with a mural 
with the dimentions of 40’ x 40’ x  3’ .



BRIDGING THE BERNAL CUT - BRIDGE ENGINEERING



BRIDGING THE BERNAL CUT - ORIGINAL BRIDGE 1929



 
October 11, 2019 
 
Lanita Henriquez, Program Manager 
SF Community Challenge Grant Program 
Division of the City Administrator’s Office / City Hall, Room 362 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
On behalf of the San Francisco Arts Commission (SFAC), I am writing this letter 
to express support for the work of Sophie Constantinou. SFAC partners with 
Sophie and Citizen Film, the nationally acclaimed documentary media non-profit 
she co-founded in 2002, on Buchanan Change, a creative placemaking initiative 
in the Western Addition. 
 
Sophie and Citizen Film are exceptionally skilled and effective at using 
documentary art to create positive neighborhood change. In her proposed mural 
project across the Richland-Miguel bridge, Sophie will lean on her expertise as a 
creative placemaking artist who uses film, photography, installation art, and public 
murals to rally communities around environmental and social justice-related issues. 
In Buchanan Change, Sophie and Citizen Film are generating a cycle of 
collaborative documentary storytelling and story-sharing to empower the 
community to address issues of public safety, neighborhood beautification and 
resilience, waste management and infrastructure improvements. They have engaged 
hundreds of Western Addition residents in design workshops, film screenings and 
other public art interventions. Their storytelling work has brought together and 
built trust between residents and leaders of City Agencies including Recreation 
and Parks, the Mayor’s Office of Neighborhood Services, the Office of Economic 
and Workforce Development, Department of Public Works, the Planning 
Department and the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development. 
 
Citizen Film’s approach has also attracted national attention to San Francisco as a 
city where arts-based strategies for community change are making a difference. In 
2015, Citizen Film under Sophie’s leadership received an extremely competitive 
ArtPlace America award and is often asked to speak about her work at national 
creative placemaking conferences. In addition to traditional film venues like 
Sundance and PBS, Citizen Film presents its documentary art projects in spaces for 
educators and civic changemakers, including the Aspen Institute, SXSW-EDU and 
Civic Collaboratory. SFAC is pleased that its collaboration with Citizen Film not 
only make a difference in our city, but can provide a model for other cities and 
communities to implement innovative beautification and placemaking strategies.    
 
Citizen Film has been a high-performance SFAC grantee and I am fully confident 
of their capacity and expertise in executing their proposed projects. Feel free to 
contact me at rachelle.axel@sfgov.org or 415.252.2237 if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Rachelle Axel 
Director, Public & Private Partnerships 



Member, Board of Supervisors 

District 8 

City and County of San Francisco 

RAFAEL MANDELMAN

October 10, 2019

Lanita Henriquez, Program Manager 

Director, Community Challenge Grant Program 

Office of the City Administrator  

One Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 362 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

Re: Community Challenge Grant 2019 Cycle 

Dear Ms. Henriquez,  

I am writing to offer my support for the “Bridging the Bernal Cut” Community Challenge Grant 2019 Cycle 

application to create a new mural on the Richland-Miguel Bridge, as part of the broader Bernal Cut 

Beautification Project.  

Since 2012, the residents of Bernal Glen and Glen Park have led an extraordinary community effort to 

steward public space by improving a pedestrian pathway and revitalizing the Bernal Cut’s formerly blighted 

hillsides. I was proud to support these efforts by securing a $40,000 add-back in the Fiscal Year 2019/2020 

budget to further the Bernal Cut Beautification Project and match future Community Challenge Grant 

funding. As part of that Project, residents are proposing to create a new mural on the Richland-

Miguel bridge that connects the two neighborhoods. The mural will welcome thousands passing each day 

as they enter San Francisco on a busy thoroughfare, with evocative imagery that affirms our City’s 

environmental and social justice values. 

Project director Sophie Constantinou is a celebrated artist and standout District 8 resident. She uses 

documentary storytelling and public art to rally communities to solve seemingly intractable social problems. 

Her work on the Bernal Cut, for which she recently received a commendation from my office on behalf of the 

Board of Supervisors, is a perfect example. Bridging the Bernal Cut will further empower an engaged network 

of neighbors that have been working tirelessly to transform a former illegal dumping site and neglected 

walkway into a family-friendly urban green space, delighting residents, commuters, visitors, and passersby 

alike. 

I strongly urge you to accept this application as part of the Community Challenge Grant 2019 Cycle.  Should 

you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to my Legislative Aide, Erin Mundy, at 

(415) 554-6986 or erin.mundy@sfgov.org.  

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely

Rafael Mandelman Member, San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

City Hall • 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place • Room 284 • San Francisco, California 94102-4689 • (415) 554-6968 Fax (415) 554-6909 

• TDD/TTY (415) 554-5227 • E-mail: Rafael.Mandelman@sfgov.org 

mailto:Rafael.Mandelman@sfgov.org


October 15, 2019 
  
Lanita Henriquez, Program Manager 
SF Community Challenge Grant Program 
Division of the City Administrator's Office 
City Hall, Room 362 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
  
Dear Community Challenge Grant Panelists, 
  
As longtime Glen Park residents and neighborhood activists, we enthusiastically lend           
our support to Bridging the Bernal Cut. Painting a mural on the bridge that connects               
Bernal Glen and Glen Park will cement the bond between our neighborhoods, which             
face common issues including the health and safety impact of increased motor vehicle             
traffic, the need for greater housing density, and the challenges and opportunities            
created by our changing times.  
 
The multi-year Bernal Cut Beautification Project has significantly improved the hillside           
view, sense of safety, and quality of life for Glen Park residents living on the Cut. We                 
will be glad to support this newest phase of the Project by mobilizing neighbors to               
participate in the mural design process, organizing volunteer support, and monitoring           
the mural for future maintenance. We look forward to closely collaborating with artist             
and project director Sophie Constantinou, whose creativity and energetic outreach to           
neighbors is changing our community for the better each day. And we welcome the              
opportunity to strengthen ties with the College Hill Neighborhood Association in order to             
promote community strength and preparedness for emergencies.  
 
The Glen Park Urbanists are a group of over 175 local neighbors living in Glen Park and                 
adjacent neighborhoods like College Hill who have come together to discuss, to            
educate, to celebrate our urban home, and to cultivate everything that makes city life so               
great. 
  
Thank you for your support. 
 
Sincerely, 
  
Glen Park Urbanists as represented by 
 
Mike Schiraldi 
President and founder 
 
Members: 
Annie Hsia Allison Arieff Nik Kaestner  
Bryan Burkhart Paul Robert De Mello Julie Vree 
Kathy Keller David Evans  



October 16, 2019 
Dear Lanita Henriquez, Program Manager CCG 
 
We, the residents of Bernal Glen, would like to extend  our deep appreciation  for the Community 
Challenge  Grant and the ways your support have changed our neighborhood with greenery, signage and 
amazing solar lights. Now are excited about the opportunity to expand the impact of our neighborhood 
organizing and beautification.  For some of us, this neighborhood is our new home. 0thers of us have 
lived here our entire lives. But together we hope to make this neighborhood a more beautiful, more 
connected community in order to address some of the larger issues we face together.  
 
The bridges that connect the two sides of Bernal Glen and Glen Park are symbolic. These bridges are also 
a very real source of stress and anxiety. The bridges represent our connectedness and our 
disconnectedness. There are commuters that speed through our neighborhood, run our stop signs and 
endanger our children as they walk or bike to school.  That is what we can see.  The invisible impact of 
this busy commuter corridor is noise, pollution and anxiety that permeates our domestic realm. There 
are unhoused people that live beneath these bridges that remind us daily of the inequities of our current 
economic environment.  They leave trash, they leave needles, and they leave us with a sadness that we 
cannot combat. There is a hopelessness to the disconnect between these problems: people too busy to 
respect the streets they drive on, people too poor to be respected.  
 
Our community’s work to beautify, restore and respect our neighborhood is an antidote to that 
hopelessness.  
 
Together we have transformed a once barren hillside into an environmental oasis for birds, butterflies 
and we humans to enjoy.  Together we have started to meet our neighbors and build a network of 
friends and resources.  Together we have enlivened the pedestrian path with our string lights, holiday 
lights and solar technology. Together we fill our community sharing library with books, and giggle with 
our children on the tree swing. Our dogs know each other now.  Our children know each other now.  We 
feel safer because we have neighbors. 
 
The bridge mural is an opportunity to go beyond the block party and reach across all divisions to amplify 
our work.  The bridge mural is a welcoming gesture to commuters, visitors and neighbors alike.  The 
bridge mural is also a story of the collective San Francisco history that predates us all and brings us all 
together.  
 
Thank you for considering the proposed mural and for empowering a little neighborhood in our ever 
expanding city. 
 
Carly, Ian + Kevin Rick Edmonson + Dawn Glenn Patrick + Lia McLoughlin          Kerry + Jason Zobel  
14 Richland Ave 16 Richland Ave 117 College Ave          25 Richland 
 
David Wallace Sophie Constantinou David Dubiner          Loren Moony  
19 Richland Ave Tony Tredway  Ivy Dubiner          Audra Farrell 

22 Richland Ave 24 Richland Ave          18 Richland 
 
Nick Vines + Erika  + Steve Ehmsen Liana + Dan Crosby           Aaron Watson  
Catherine Chiu 50 Richland Ave 60 College Ave           Rebecca Wieder 
80 Richland Ave           181 College Ave 

 
Susan Semonoff Amanda, Collin + Milo Martin Edward Whitmore           Rachelle Axel  
125 College Ave 86 St. Mary's Ave. 171 Park Street           115 Cortland Ave 






	LEAD ARTIST_Qxuvnp97LoQLjyC4lod8Xw: Andre Jones
	ADDRESS_52KqTYnD34SMGdv-Pf-1eg: 2830 Garvin Ave
	CITY_N9*a5*a2N2Bg-1FXAGAT*w: Richmond
	STATE_TxeS3WiJbkMg-y3mjPRbVg: CA
	ZIP CODE_1kPaszCObDpFUv8H3MYJcA: 94804
	EMAIL_GMwGgl7PDHDFA66UKSTpEA: info@thebamp.org
	PHONE_1icc29fIKmZzGkqEH0X2hA: 510-965-53155
	PROJECT COORDINATOR_QWNQRbrPTWXr5VinzVLimg: 
	ADDRESS_rFqSstcJrMwybnhsuiDh1Q: Sophie Constantinou   22 Richland Ave 
	CITY_2zkTmlEDDwRxJlVnDihuXA: San Francisco 
	STATE_rgDho8kGTUqzhiOxTrcoNA: CA
	ZIP CODE_NMDtWyGF0JZgO*lZpJTO6g: 94110
	EMAIL _MMxD3lBo0KpgrzgcBWcWcQ: sophie@citizenfilm.org
	PHONE_JzLQB-05fNSqRz15uHylJQ: 415-378-6085
	SPONSORING ORGANIZATION_YCOOBJ1xg4uZYM1buXoZdg: San Francisco Parks Alliance
	ADDRESS_B3dcw*Dm9zyYtKQn9gW*pw: 1074 Folsom Street
	CITY_dCcUCafVvTNlOqyT935AVg: San Francisco
	STATE_EGn4re-8p7CTCqAHwZTKGw: CA
	ZIP CODE_YWcPYkevMHbrUBnta*mdzw: 94103
	EMAIL_vZjTydTvZmv-VjGDheN8Qg: thomasn@sfparksalliance.org 
	PHONE_nQWn8z0FITn*mDMgqbOaCQ: 415-906-6237
	FUNDING SOURCES_8ZqmaTBc4zG0XQC-4QlzWw: Community Challenge Grant, San Francisco Department of Public Works
	PROPOSED SITE (address, cross _9xxCTo1MAbuqBEDMZ49hXw: Richland Bridge between Arlington Street, Miguel and Richland Ave, spanning San Jose Ave
	DISTRICT _8n*JJMr1cd2KS2*H6DHxQQ: District 8
	MURAL TITLE _MggG21s-J47pWw5HEjfIXQ: Bridging the Bernal Cut
	DIMENSIONS _jkheAl6QfQAPNvd4zQNnfA: Two panels of 40'x40'x8'
	ESTIMATED SCHEDULE (start and _-9JkNjoY0fCXSWYvPn5oOA: Mural to begin March 2021 - completion May 2021
	_1_ Proposal (describe propose_CUQ0tFpWPEJsl5ti0mj-PA: The mural will cover both sides and the base structure of the Richland Bridge which connects College Hill and Glen Park over San Jose Avenue, a busy traffic corridor. The mural will depict the Bernal Cut’s history, geography, and surrounding neighborhood. Visual elements will include: the Southern Pacific Railway that once ran through the Cut from San Francisco to San Jose; native plants; and elegant banners representing the neighborhood’s diversity. The artistic intent behind the mural is to raise awareness about SF history and the environmental impact of our planning and transportation choices, and to celebrate the neighborhood’s evolving identity.
	_2_ Materials and processes to_7GaWmsrcLW*M5zGauJETtw: All murals are created with Chroma Inc. Mural Paint. Prime with I.A. Series Binder Medium. Chroma Mural paint and it’s Gesso promotes strong adhesion of the paint and prevents loss of moisture into the substrate and remains flexible. Once paint is completely dry and participants are satisfied with the completion of the project, a final sealant is added. Fusion I.A. Series Pro-grade Exterior UV Varnishes and an all-acrylic, clear, superior performance coating offering excellent exterior durability that resists cracking, peeling and blistering. 
	_3_ List individuals and group_BI38z2YaZObsZkfUwsLDuQ: Bay Area Mural Program lead by Andre Jones is group of talented and experienced muralist who will execute the mural.College Hill Neighborhood Association  - the local neighborhood groups will engage and inform neighbors about the design. Sophie Constantinou will project manage the mural.Citizen Film will document community participation with video, photos, and blog posts onbernalcut.org, newsletters and social media. 
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